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KeyBall

POLICE AIRBAG VEST

Protector tube

Cap
Loop setter

Connector/male 

Coiled Wire

Coiled Wire

Coiled Wire

Size : 50cc

Key Ball set

Key Box (B-type)

Kevlar

Polyurethane

Fix it to a frame on the right-hand side of the motorcycle

Mesh material 

Reflex

Badge-of-rank tab 

Side Adjuster

Key Box

Key Ball

P-002

Easily attachable to Velcro(soft) of the Police vest.

In a fall or crash, the shock-buffering protection system will be activated instantly after 
the distance from the rider to the motorcycle exceeds the “activation distance”, 
when the key ball is pulled out of the key box to release CO2 gas into the neck, back, 
chest, side and hip airbags to inflate them and to absorb the impact on rider’s body.

As soon as a rider is thrown away from the motorcycle,the airbag will be deployed.

Before starting! 
A clicking sound will protect you.
Easy to equip for safety and security!

All-in-one Chest padding2 HC Chest padding

Velcro（hard）

Velcro for 
Chest protector Hit-air airbag structure

Chest airbag

Neck airbag

Side and Back airbag

Hip airbag

Before

         Unless it is damaged 
         by the previous 
activation, it can be re-used byre 
placing the CO2 cartridge.
* Do not reuse the gas cartridge 
  once used.
  A CO2 cartridge with a hole at its 
  bottom is unusable.

Hit-air can be re-used 
repeatedly.

New

Used

The key ball requires considerable 
strength(30-35kg) to be pulled out 
and will not be released easily 
because of the elastic nature of the 
coiled wire , thus  the Hit-Air will not 
inflate under normally anticipated 
riding conditions 
including standing 
on pegs.

Tensile strength

Up
about
35kg

Left
about
35kg

Right
about
35kg

Down
about
35kg

Front
about

20-30kg

Red slide cover

CO2 gas cartridge

One-touch release
(Connector/female)

Compressed 
spring

Screw

Needle

Airbag System
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